
CINDERELLA CARRIAGE

Created By Chris Horne, Amscan
International Limited.

Perfect for themed events,
children’s parties, and
anytime dreams may come
true….

Product Required:

 8 x 35” Holographic
Fireworks Crescents:
(1624599)

 1 x 9” Silver Heart:
(1630699)

 4 x 15” Pastel Blue
Curves: (1635399

 4 x 28” Pastel Blue
Curves: (1635599)

 4 x Standard Silver Circles: (2057602)
 Cable Ties, Balloon Bond (CC10525) and Stretchy Balloon Tape (CC10630)

Construction Method:
1. Place the uninflated 35” crescents one atop the other in a neat

stack so that they all line up perfectly.
2. Use a cable tie to secure all 8 points (one from each balloon)

together, at each end of the crescents. Place the cable tie about
1” in from the point, and ensure it is securely tightened. (see
diagram, right)

3. Carefully air inflate the 8 balloons. Do not over inflate!
4. Air Inflate and heat seal the 15” curves and the 9” heart. Cable tie them all

together at the necks, then attach the cluster to the top of the carriage with a
second cable tie. Secure the balloons in place with balloon bond if necessary.

5. Air Inflate one of the 28” curves and one of the circles. Cable tie them together
at the necks, tight to the body of the balloons. Tidy the tails with tape if
necessary, then secure the circle into the curve of the curve balloon with
balloon bond tape. Make 3 more of these.

6. To complete the design, secure the three wheel assemblies created in step 5
above to the bottom of the carriage as shown, using balloon bond and / or
stretchy balloon tape.

7. It may be necessary to support the carriage using a box or block of the
appropriate height placed underneath, so that the wheels do not carry the full
weight. Alternatively, Fill the 35” crescents with helium, and weight the
carriage down so that it stands correctly.

Estimated Labour time: 25 minutes.

Download a Portfolio Image here: http://www.flickr.com/photos/amscandecorator/


